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About us
DeepRoots is involved in the manufacturing &
marketing of a very unique range of gardening
products made out of natural JUTE fibre.

At DeepRoots, we care about you and the
environment, and we work hard to be a part of
the solution that creates a more sustainable
world. We are proud to offer products that
nurture your body, bring beauty to your
surroundings, and care for the environment.

WE CAN DO BUSINESS  & WE CAN DO GOOD



Product offerings
Jute Grow Pot Bundles

Microgreens Grow Kits

Vertical Gardening Packages

Festival & Occasional Gifting



JUTE GROW
POT BUNDLES

Mini Garden Pack
Plant Grow Kit
Seed Starter Kit

Jute Grow Pot Bundles are mini DIY combos for you
to start growing greens on your own and eventually
consuming the harvest. 
These eco-friendly & 100% plastic-free bundles are a
cute & aesthetic addition on any work or study table,
window sill, kitchen top & much more.

Our unique jute bundles are curated for the exact
quantity of seed and growing medium you would
need, and thus, come in 3 variants:



1 x Jute Grow pot with
print of your choice

Inside every Mini Garden Pack

1 x Coconut based
soil alternative

2 x Seed packs

*back view of the pack



1 x Printed Jute Grow pot with
customisable paper sleeve

1 x Seed pack

1 x Coconut based
soil alternative

Inside every Plant Grow Kit

Choose prints from a
variety of options or

personalize as you wish. 

*back view of the kit



Inside every Seed Starter Kit
Printed 2.5" cube shaped Jute
Grow pot with customisable
paper lid on top. 1 x Seed pack

1 x Coconut based
soil alternative



MICROGREENS
GROW KITS

Microgreens are the first true leaves that grow from the seeds of
vegetables & herbs. They are very easy to grow, filled with flavours
and are highly nutritious, known to prevent and cure diseases.

Our all-in-one Microgreens Grow Kits come with everything you
need to start growing these greens from the comfort of your
homes or offices.

These kits are eco-friendly, plastic free & come in 2 variants.



Customisable outer box

Printed Jute Grow Trays

Harvesting Trimmer

Seed pack of your choice

Coconut based soil
alternate

Inside every Microgreens Grow Kit

Aluminium Water Spray



The 4 Seed Variant
Includes 4 Jute Grow Trays and 4 Seed Packs, among everything else



The 2 Seed Variant
Includes 2 Jute Grow Trays and 2 Seed Packs, among everything else



MULTI-PURPOSE VERTICAL
GARDENING PACKAGES

Those living in apartments or working in offices without any touch of nature around them.
Those who like to keep herbs and greens close to them to grab while cooking & eating.
Those looking for new ways to de-clutter their workstations, kitchens & other personal spaces.

Short on space but want a garden?
Vertical gardening is rapidly becoming a popular way to grow greens and

using these kits make it easier than ever!

Our Multi-purpose Vertical Gardening kits are 𝗮 𝗴𝗿𝗲𝗮  𝗼𝗹 𝗶𝗼𝗻 𝗳𝗼𝗿:

The beauty of our kits is that they 𝗰𝗮𝗻 𝗯𝗲 𝗲  𝗽 𝗮𝗻𝘆𝘄𝗵𝗲𝗿𝗲 with the different kinds of hooks that
come inside and can hold whatever you like, apart from just plants, acting as a creative organiser too.

 
Look around & get creative with your vertical gardening options.

And, hang them from literally any vacant space where you never imagined having a garden before!



Seed pack of your choice

Customisable outer box

Multipurpose Jute Pocket

Coconut Pot

Aluminium Water Spray

Coconut based soil
alternate

Harvesting Trimmer

S-Hooks & Stick On
Hooks for Hanging

Inside every Vertical Gardening Package



The Single Pocket Package
Includes 1 Coconut Pot and 1 Seed Pack, among everything else

*box view from inside

The Single Jute Vertical
Pocket, with the option

of personalising with
messages and your

company & brand logo



The Double Pocket Vertical Package
Includes 2 Coconut Pots and 2 Seed Packs, among everything else

The Double Jute
Vertical Multi-Purpose
Pockets, with  greens
on the top pocket and
a remote and
stethoscope on another



The Double Pocket Horizontal Package
Includes 2 Coconut Pots and 2 Seed Packs, among everything else



The Triple Pocket Vertical Package
Includes 3 Coconut Pots and 3 Seed Packs, among everything else

*box view from inside



The Triple Pocket Horizontal Package
Includes 3 Coconut Pots and 3 Seed Packs, among everything else



The Quadruple Pocket Package
Includes 4 Coconut Pots and 4 Seed Packs, among everything else

*box view from inside



ECO DIWALI
GIFT BOX

The world is increasingly making conscious choices
when it comes to protecting the environment.
And now, as we deck up for the biggest festival
of the year, there are many drives to make this
festival as planet friendly as possible, right from,
eco-friendly decorations & saying no to crackers.

But, what about the gifts we choose for our loved
ones? They need to be chosen with the same care
and thoughtfulness. 
Lets' face it, picking the right gift can sometimes be
difficult, but not anymore, with our Eco Diwali Series.

THIS DIWALI, LET'S BRING NATURE HOME



Customisable outer box

Decorative Clay Diyas

Personalised
Greetings Card

GaneshJI LakshmiJi
Idol Pair

Inside every Eco Diwali Box
Gardening elements like:
Jute Grow Tray
Seed pack of your choice
Coco soil alternate
Harvesting trimmer



The MINI Eco Diwali Box
Includes 1 Decorative Clay Diya, 1 Jute Grow Trays

and 1 Seed Pack, among everything else



The BIG Eco Diwali Box
Includes 2 Decorative Clay Diyas, 2 Jute Grow Trays, 2 Seed

Packs and an Aluminium Water Spray, among everything else


